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1. Introduction. The purpose of this paper is to show that the Steenrod classi-

fication theorem has the following generalization: If T7 is an associative countable

CW 77-space with cellular multiplication then BF, the Dold-Lashof classifying

space, classifies principal /-bundles. That is, if X is a countable CW-complex then

there is a one-to-one correspondence between equivalence classes of principal

/"-bundles over X and homotopy classes of maps from X to BF.

Since we are working with 77-spaces instead of groups, we cannot expect an

/"-bundle to be locally trivial. Hence we modify the definition of /"-bundle so that

we have local triviality up to principal homotopy equivalence. Then we do not

have the bundle lifting property, but base maps can be lifted so that their projec-

tions are homotopic to the base maps. Hence we have to modify the definition of

equivalence, namely that the principal maps giving the equivalence do not lie over

the identity maps, but rather lie over maps homotopic to the identity maps.

One approach to the Steenrod Classification Theorem considers homomorphisms

of X into G (Curtis-Lashof [4]). In our generalization we forsake homomorphisms

in favor of strongly homotopy multiplicative maps, which turns out to be the

appropriate concept.

The essential step in the proof of this classification theorem is contained in the

author's Ph.D. dissertation written under the supervision of Allan Clark, to whom

the author is deeply indebted.

The author also wishes to thank James Stasheff for an interesting discussion of

this material, and for his generous help in writing the final version of this paper.

2. Preliminaries.

2.1 H-spaces. By an 77-space we shall mean a space X with a (continuous)

associative multiplication m : X x X -> X and a unit element e e X so that

m(x, e) = m(e, x) = x   for all x e X.

By a CW 77-space we shall mean an 77-space A1 that is a countable CW-complex

with cellular multiplication.
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2.2 Quasifiberings. A map p: E -> Z(onto) is defined [15] to be a quasifibering

if

p* : rrffi, p - \x), y) X tt¡(X, x)   for all x e X, y e p " \x), i ^ 0.

Sugawara has proved the Almost Covering Homotopy Extension Property

(ACHEP) for a quasifibering p: E-^- X with fiber F over the base point * of X:

Let (K, L) be a CW-pair, M a subcomplex of Kx I, and M' = M n (Kx (0) u L x I).

Suppose the following diagram is homotopy commutative

e
(Kx(0)uLxI, M')-► (E, F)

(KxI,M)->(X,*)

that is y:ptj'~r)\(Kx (0) u L x I, M') and y(Ix M')^(*). Then the map f has an

extension f such that Y:p£~r¡ is a homotopy extending y, and T(Tx A/)<=(*).

F->E-+ X is a principal quasifibering if (l)Ts->- Xis a quasifibering with fiber F

over the base point and if F is an associative connected TT-space and F acts asso-

ciatively on E extending the multiplication in F. We assume (see [5, (2.2)]) (2)

{y}-H'=Fy=p-1(p(y)) and (3) Uy:F-+Fy, Uy(h)=yh induces Uy.:w¿jFJXni(.Fy)

for all y and i ̂  0.

If F-> Ex -> A\ and F^-E2-^ X2 are two principal quasifiberings, a principal

map between the two principal quasifiberings is defined to be a fiberwise map

/: Ei -*■ Ts2 which satisfies f(yh)=f(y)-h for ye E, he F. A principal homotopy

between the two principal quasifiberings is a map TT: ExI^- Ex so that

TTí: E -> Ei is a principal map for all r e T.

Two principal quasifibrations F -> ¿V ->- X and F -» TJ2 -> Z are equivalent if

there exist principal maps/: ¿V ->• Tig and g:E2-^-Ex lying over maps homotopic

to the identity map of X such that fg and g/ are both homotopic to the identity

maps, the homotopies being given by principal homotopies which lie over maps

homotopic to the identity maps for each value of t. This is a modification of the

definition of Dold and Lashof [5, p. 292]. For the definition of principal F-bundle,

see (3.6).

2.3 The Dold-Lashof construction. Let X be an TT-space with unit e. The prin-

cipal universal quasifibering X-> Eœ(X) -*- Bœ(X) for Zis defined as follows [5]:

Let E0(X) = X, B0(X) = (e), and p0: E0(X)-+B0(X) be the projection onto the

base point. Then X acts on EQ(X), m : E0(X) x X -^ E0(X), by the multiplication

in X. Having formed the quasifibering X ->■ En(X) f^. Bn(X) and an action

m: En(X) x X-> En(X), let En + i(X) be formed from En(X) xlx X by identifying

(yn,t,x) with m(yn, x)=yn-x if i=l and with x if i = 0. En + i(X) is given a
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stronger topology than the identification topology. Namely, if yn\t\x represents the

class in En + 1(X), the topology is the strongest such that the coordinate functions

t:En + 1(X)^I, y\t\x-+t,

yx:t-1(0,l]^En(X), y\t\x-+yx,

x:t~1[0,l)->X, y\t\x-+x,

y:r\0,l)-+En(X), y\t\x-+y,

are continuous.

Bn+iiX) is constructed from En(X) x 7 by identifying (yn, t) with e e X if í = 0

and with p(yn) eBn(X) if t=\. Letting [y\t] represent the class in Bn + 1(X),

Bn + 1(X) is given the strongest topology so that the coordinate functions

t:Bn + 1(X)^[0,l],     [y\t]-+t,

y:t'\0,\)^En(X),   [y\t]-+y,

p(y): r\0, 1] ~> Bn(X),    [y\t] -^p(y),

are continuous.

Points in En(X) may be written, in the notation of Dold and Lashof, as

x0\ti\ ■ • ■ \tn\xn, where (tt, ...,tn)e 7n, (x0,..., xn) e Xn + 1, and

*oKl| • • • |fn|*n =   l-'i'iPi + ll ' ' ' l^nl^n     " t¡ = 0,

= Xo|Z"i|Xi| ■ • ■ IZj-ilXi-iXilij-il • • • |fn|Xn     II Z,  =   1.

The action m : En(X) x X —> En(X) is described by

m(Xo\tl\ ■ ■ ■ \tn\xn, X) = Xol'll • ' • |»\.|*»-*-

Points in Bn(X) are written as [x0|fi| ■ ■ • l'n] and

•|<J    if i, = 0 (i < n),

0,

¿ilXi-iXilZj + il ■ • ■ |fj    if Í, = 1 (1  < zz),

/n_i]    ifrn = 1.

PniXo\ti\ ■ • -\tn\xn) =   [X0|ri| • • -\tn]-

Then we have E0(X)^E,(X)^ ■ ■ ■ ̂En(X)<= ■ ■ ■ and B0(X)<= B¿X)^ ■ ■ ■ <=

Bn(X)<^ ■ ■ ■. Let EX(X) and Bm(X) be the corresponding unions. Bm(X) is given

the limit topology, and EX(X) is given a stronger topology so that pm : EX(X) -*■

BX(X) (the map induced by the pn) is continuous and X acts continuously on

Em(X).pn: En(X)-^Bn(X) is a quasifibration [15] for all n, Ognáoo. />„: EX(X)

-> B^(X) is the principal universal quasifibering for X. It is principal since the

action Eœ(X)x X^-Eœ(X) is associative and extends the multiplication. It is

universal since rri(Ex(X)) = 0 for all z.

l^ol'll ■ ' ■ |*n-irnj  —   [*¡Ki + l| " '

= e   if tn =

= [x0\ti\---

= [x0\ti\---\

pn: EJX) -+ BJX) is defined by
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3. Some fiberings and lifting properties.

3.1 Definition [4, p. 238]. A continuous map p: E-> B (onto B) is a weak

fibering with respect to a class # of spaces if it has the weak covering homotopy

property (WCHP) with respect to #. That is, given the commutative diagram

Xx(0)

n

Xxl-

?
^E

->B

there is a map £: Xx D1 -» E such that

pftx, t) = v(x, 0)    for. -1 á t Ú 0,
/>|(x, 0 = *?(*, 0     for 0 g f Ú 1, and

£0,-1) = £'(*, 0)   (D1= [-1,1]).

In other words, ??: Xxl^-B can be lifted to a map XxI->E whose initial

position is vertically homotopic to £'. This condition is equivalent to saying that

p.E^-B has the covering homotopy property (with respect to %) for all homo-

topies r¡: Xx T-s- B which are "constant" on Xx [0, \], that is, for which

r,(x, t) = n(x, 0) when 0 á / á |.

3.2 Weak covering homotopy extension property (WCHEP).

Definition. A map p: E-> B (onto) has the WCHEP with respect to <£ if given

the pair (X, A) of spaces in *€ such that Xx (0) U A x I is also in <€ and if given the

commutative diagram

r
XxQKJ Axl-

n

^£

JSTxT -►5

>?

there is a map f : Xx/'->■ E such that

/>£ = ->?   and    H^xO u A xTis vertically homotopic to £'.

3.3 Theorem. If p: E^ B has the WCHP with respect to <€ then p: E-> B has

the WCHEP with respect to <€.

Proof. Suppose we are given the commutative diagram

Xx(0)u Axl-
e

>E

n

Xxl -> B
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Let Y denote Jx(0)u^x/. Define h : Y x I -* B as folio ws :

h(x, u, v) = r¡(x, max (u, v))   if (x, u)e Y and v e I.

Then we have the diagram

57

where Ç'0(y, 0) = f (j>). By the WCHP, there is a map </>: Xx T)1 -» E such that

/»/O, i) = h(y, 0)   for -1 á r â 0,
^(^ t) = A(^, r)   for 0 á r á 1, and

Ky,-i)-&y, ) = fCv).

Now define £: XxT->Ti by fix, t) = xj>(x, 0, i) then ¿^ = 77 and i|^x(0) u /I xT=

£'. To see this, define a homotopy TT: 7x T-> £ as follows:

TT(x, u, t) = <p(x, u, It-1) if 0 á r á i,

= ^(x,w,(4í-2)M) ifiárái

= ./.(x, (4-4i)w, ")   iff S t <> 1.

TT is a vertical homotopy, that is pH(y, t) = r¡(y) whenever jief.

Hence we see that given

e
Xx(0)U Axl-

Xxl

-+E

-+ B

V

there is a map £: Xxl^-E such that p£ = r¡ and llA'x(O) u /Í xT is vertically

homotopic to f.

If F-^E^-B is a weak fibering, then by Sugawara's result [15] p:E^-B

satisfies the almost covering homotopy property (ACHP) with respect to the

category of CW-complexes.

In this paper, we shall be constructing an infinite sequence of maps

{Mn: nXx(IxQX)n^F}

where F-+E-+ A" is a quasifibering and Jfis a countable CW-complex. Then £iX

has the homotopy type of a countable CW-complex, but is not one itself in general.

Hence we shall modify Sugawara's definition so that it be applicable to the spaces

we consider.
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3.4 Definition. The map p:E-^B (onto) with fiber F has the weak almost

covering homotopy extension property (WACHEP) for the pair (A', L) of spaces,

if whenever given the homotopy commutative diagram

(Kx (0) u / x 7, M')-> (E, F)

(Kxl, M)-> (B, *)
V

(with M' = (Kx (0) u L xI) n M), that is, there is a homotopy

y: (Kx0 u Lx I, M') -> (B, *)

such that y( , 0)=p¿¡' and y( , l) = r,\Kx (0) u L x I, then f has an extension to £,

giving the homotopy commutative diagram

iE,F)

P

(KxI,M) -^ (B,*)

and the homotopy Y : (Kx I x I, M x I) -^ (B, *) satisfies

Y(co, s, z) = y(w, s, 2z)    if (£«, s) e Kx (0) U L x 7, 0 S z â \,

= r,(co,s) ií(co,s)eKx(0)uLxI,^^z^l.

3.5 Theorem. Let F^-E^ X be a quasifibering. Suppose X is a countable

CW-complex.

Let K= QXx(Ix Q.X)n and

L = Kr\ {(A0, tu Xu ..., tn, Xn) | ?, g 37/oz- iowe z, 1 SiS zz}.

77zen p:E^ X has the WACHEP for (K, L).

For the proof see the appendix.

We now give our modified definition of an /-bundle:

3.6 Definition. A principal /"-bundle is a (almost) locally trivial principal

quasifibering /-> E-> X, i.e.

(LT) for every xe X and neighborhood W of x there is a neighborhood U(x)

with x g U(x)c 1^and a local cross section s: U-^E (ps = id) such that the principal

map

tu:UxH-+p-\U),   Mx,h)= s(x)h
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is a homotopy equivalence with homotopy inverse <pv: p 1(U) -*■ U x H a principal

map (TT acts on the second factor of Ux TT). We assume

p-\U) -??-+ UxH

K     A
U

is a commutative diagram where pi is projection on the first factor. We assume

also that ifijj ° «p^id and«^ ° cpv~id, both homotopies being principal homotopies

(see 2.2).

4. Strongly homotopy multiplicative maps and induced maps on classifying spaces.

4.1 Definition of n-homotopy multiplicative maps of H-spaces, and relevant

notation.

Notation. The following notation will be useful in dealing with «-homotopy

multiplicative maps.

Let X be an TT-space. Let /= [0, a] be an interval. For each integer n ̂  0 define

Xn = Xx(JxX)n.

Define the maps t¡: Xn^J, Xi'. Xn-+ X, 8¡: Xn-> Xn.i, (a,ß): Xn^ Xß_a

(a^ß) as follows:

If w = (x0, r„ Xt,..., tn, xn) £ Xn, let

tt(co) = u        (láíá «),

x¡(íu) = x¡       (0 ^ i' fí n),

Oj(üj) = (Xo, fi, . . ., fj-i, X,_iX¡, íj + !,..., tn, Xn),

<"(<*, ß) = («, £)(<") = (xa, ta + i,...,tß, xß).

Definition. Let Y and Z be TT-spaces. Let « be a positive integer or +oo. An

n-homotopy multiplicative (rc-HM) map from Y to Z is a sequence of maps

{M0, Mi,..., Mn} and each M¡: Yn-*■ Z(i =» 0,, »., ») satisfies

Af,(») - M.-iCâX«,))  if 1/^ = 0,
= M; _ í(<m<<u _ d) ■ Mi _ X"»«.»)    if ' A"0 = a.

(In the above Yn= Yx(Jx Y)n where /= [0, a].)

An co-HM map from Y to Z is also called a strongly homotopy multiplicative

(SHM) map from Y to Z. This definition is a modification of the definition given

by Sugawara [16, p. 259].

If a map from Y to Z is 1-HM, then this corresponds to the usual definition of

a homotopy multiplicative map. Also, if J= [0, 0] then the map M0 is multiplicative.

4.2 Compositions ofn-HM maps.
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Theorem (Clark [3]). Let 77, K, and L be H-spaces. Let {M0,..., Mn} be an

n-HM map from H to K and {N0,..., Nn} be an n-HM map from K to L.

Then there is an n-HM map {P0,.. .,Pn}from 77 to L.

Proof. We are given maps and intervals

h = [0, a],       J2 = [0, b],

M,: 77, -> K,   0 S i ú n,       A/¡: K¡ -+L,   0 á i û n,

where 77, = 77x (J, x 77)' and K¡ = Kx(J2x K)', O^i^n. Now let J3 = [0, a + b] and

H/ = Hx(J3xH)\ 0éi<n. Define P0 = N0M0. Now define, for lernen,

Pm: T/jJ,—s>L: Given coeH'm, suppose aát¡(cu)¿¡a + b whenever i=j\,.-.,jk and

0^t¡(co)^a whenever M/n • • -,jk- Then define

Pm(<") = Nk(z0, th(co)-a,..., tJk(co)-a, zk)

where

Then using this result, given {M0,..., Mn} and {N0,..., Nn}, we define the com-

position {N0,..., Nn}{M0,..., Mn} to be the map {P0,.. .,/„}.

Fuchs [17] points out that composition of n-HM maps is not associative.

However, by introducing the interval J instead of the unit interval, we now have

that the composition is associative. This is analogous, of course, to choosing the

associative Moore loop space, where a loop can have any length, rather than the

nonassociative loop space where loops have length 1.

In order to define homotopies between «-HM maps, which can have different

lengths, we first normalize h-HM maps in the following way:

4.3 Homotopies of n-HM maps.

4.3.1 Definition. Let 77 and K be 7/-spaces. Let {M0,..., Mn} be an n-HM

map from 77 to K. Then, by definition, for some interval J=[0, a], we are given

M¡: Hx(Jx 77)'-s- K,i = 0,.. .,n. Define the normalized «-H M map{Af0,..., Mn}

from H to K by defining, for each i,

M, : 77 x (7 x 77)' ->- K   (I = unit interval),

M¡(x0, h,..., tu x¡) = M,(x0, Zi ■ a,..., Z¡ • a, x¡)    if (x0, h, ■.., f¡, x¡) g 77 x (7 x 77)'.

We can now define homotopies between n-HM maps.

4.3.2 Definition. Let 77and Kbe 77-spaces. Let {M0,..., Mn} be an n-HM map

from 77 to K, and also let {A^o,.. •, Nn} be an n-HM map from 77 to K. Then

{M0,..., Mn} and {N0,..., Nn} are homotopic if there is a sequence of maps

{h0,..., hn), n¡: 7x 77(7x 77)' -*■ K satisfying, for t0el,we Hx(IxH)\

hlt0, to) = Mico)   if t0 = 0,

= Ni(co)     if t0 = 1,
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and also satisfying, for each t0 £ I, the requirement that {h0(t0), ■ ■., hn(t0)} is an

n-HM map from TT to K, where /¡¡(f0): Hx(Ix TT)' -> K is defined by hi(t0)(cS) =

h¡(t0, «0 when t0e I, eu e TT x (T x TT)'.

We shall from now on assume that any SHM map is already normalized, that

is, J is chosen to be the unit interval.

4.3.3 Induction of maps on projective spaces. The motivation for the definition

of an n-HM map is the next theorem.

4.3.4.1 Theorem (Sugawara [16, p. 260]). Let X and Y be H-spaces. Let

M={M0, ...,Mn} be an n-HM map from X to Y. Let X-^ En(X) -> Bn(X) and

Y -> En( Y) -> Bn( Y) be the nth stages of the Dold-Lashof constructions of the

universal principal quasifibrations for X and Y. Then {M0, ■ ■ ■, Mn} induces maps

En(M) : En(X) -> En( Y) and Bn(M) : Bn(X) -^ Bn( Y) so that En(M)\ X= M0 and the

diagram

En(M)
En(X) >En(Y)

Bn(M)
Bn(X) >Bn(Y)

is commutative.

For example, if n = 1, writing M0 =/,

Ei(M)(x0\ti\xi) = f(xQ)\2ti\f(xi), Oúhúh

= M1(x0,2-2í1,x1),   iá h < 1;

Bi(M)[xo\h] = [f(x0)\2ti]   if 0 Ú h Ú h
= * iîi^tu 1.

To give one more example, if n = 2,

E2(M)(x0\ti\xi\t2\x2) = f(x0)\2ti\f(xi)\2t2\f(x2)   if0útiú\and0^t2úh

= M1(x0,2-2í1,x1)|2í2|/(x2)    ifi Ú h ú 1 andO ú h â h

= /(x0)|2í1|M1(x1,2-2f2, x2)   if 0 útiú\ andi áí2^l,

= M2(x0,2 — 2ti,Xi,2 — 2t2,x2)   if \ ^ ti ^ 1 and

iú t2ú 1;

B2(M)[x0\ti\xi\t2] = r/(x0)|2í1|/(xlí)|2r8]    if 0 ^ h ú \ and 0 ^ t2 ^ \,

= [MiCxo, 2-2rl( Xi)|2í2]   if \ £ tx g 1 andO < ta £ i,

= [f(x0)\2ti]   if Ó <. h g i and i á h ú 1,
= *   ifj á fi á 1 andi g /a á 1.

These two examples show clearly why the conditions on the Mt in the definition

of an n-HM map were chosen as they were. (At least for n = 2.)

Notice that only M0=/was used in defining B±(M) and that {M0, Mi} was used

in defining B2(M).
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Sugawara then continues this process by induction. His argument actually

shows that if {M0,..., Mn} is an n-HM map from X to Y, there are maps

En(M):En(X)->En(Y),

Bn + 1(M):Bn + 1(X)-+Bn + 1(Y).

The concept of homotopies between n-HM maps is important because of the

following theorem :

4.3.4.2 Theorem. Let {M0,..., Mn} and {N0,..., Nn} be n-HM maps from X to

Y, where X and Y are H-spaces. Suppose {M0,..., Mn} and {N0,..., Nn} are

homotopic (in the sense of 4.3.2). Then

Bn + 1(M): Bn + 1(X) -> 77n + 1(T) and

Bn +1 (A7) : Bn + xiX) -> Bn + 1(Y) are homotopic.

4.3.5 n-equivalence of H-spaces.

Definition. Let X and Y be 77-spaces. Let {M0,..., Mn} and {7VU,..., Nn} be

n-HM maps from X to Y and from Y to X respectively. Associated with the

identity maps Ix, IY of X and Y are n-HM maps {70,..., 7n}, {I'0,..., In} from X

to X and from Y to Y respectively. (For example, 7, : Xx(Ix X)1 -*■ is given by

Ii(co) = X0(co) • Xi(co).x(cü).)

Suppose {M0,..., Mn}{N0, ...,Nn} and {N0,..., Nn}{M0, ...,Mn} are (n-HM)

homotopic to {I'o,..., lu} and {70,..., 7„} respectively. Then X and Y will be called

n-equivalent.

Later, (8.3), we shall show that if X and Y are CW 77-spaces, then X and Y

are n-equivalent if and only if Bn + 1(X) and Bn + 1(Y) are homotopy equivalent.

We now proceed to the essential step in the classification theorem:

5. The SHM map CÎX-+ F for a principal quasifibering F-*E-*-X. We shall

construct a SHM map {M0,..., Mn,...} from OI to F using certain maps

{770, H1,..., Hn,...}; the maps {770, 77j,..., 77n,...} will be emphasized since

they play an important role in the classification theorem. Throughout §5, F-> E —>■

A' is a fixed principal quasifibering with X a countable CW-complex.

We first construct 770.

5.1 Theorem. There is a mapping 770: QXx R+ -> Esuch that H0(X, \X\) s Fand

pH0(X, s)~X(s)for 0¿j¿ |A|. (|A| =length of X.)

Proof. Let

K= rÏX= the associative Moore loop space,

r,0: Kx I-+ X given by ^A, j) = A(|A| -s),

M=KxdI,

M' = (KxO)nM,and
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ft : K x (0) -> fc E given by ft(A, 0) = íeF.

Thus we have the commutative diagram

(TsTxO, M')
ft

*(E,F)

(KxI,M) (X,*)

Then by the WACHEP, ft can be extended to ft and the following diagram is

homotopy commutative:

that is, there is a homotopy Y0: (Kxlxl, Mxl) -+ (X, *) where Y0( ,0)=/?ft

and Y0( ,l) = r¡.

Now define TT0: &Xx R+ -> £ by

#o(A, J) = ft(A, s/|A|)   if |A| # 0 and 0 á s ^ |A|,

- ft(A, 1)   if |A| /Oands^ |A|,

= e   if |A| =0.

Then pH0(X, s)~X(s) for O^s^ |A|, the homotopy being given by

W0(X, s, u) = r0(A, s/|A|, u)   if |A| / 0 and 0 ^ s ú |A|,

= *   if |A| == 0 and s ^ |A|, or if s = 0.

Thus TT0 satisfies pH0(X, 0) = e e F and />TT0(A, | A|) e F.

The next lemma is the inductive step in constructing {M0, - - -, Mt,...} and

{TT0,..., TTj,...}.

5.2 Lemma. Suppose n is a positive integer, n^2, and for each nonnegative

integer k<n, there are maps Hk: (Q.X)kxR+ —>- E, Mk: (QX)k —> F, and homo-

topies Wk: (ClX)k xR+ xI-> Xsuch that

Mk(œ) = Mfc _!(«,(«))    ifU(oS) = 0,

= Mt-MO, i-1)) • Mk_t(co(i, k))   iftfœ) = 1 ;

Hk(a>, s) = e   if s = 0,

(2a) = Mk(w)   if s ^ \w\,

(2b) -ft-iM»).')   ifti(œ) = 0,
(2c) = Hk^((co(i, k), s)   iftt(co) = la«(/0SsS \co(i, k)\,

(2d) = H¡_i(co(0, i-1), s- \co(i, k)\) ■ Mk-lco(i, k))   iftt(co) = 1 and

\co(i,k)\ $s£\a>\;

(1)
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Wk(co, s, u) = pHk(co, s)   ifu = 0,

(3) = A0(oj)- • -Xn(w)(s)   ifu = 1 andO á s ^ |cu|,

= *    if s ^ |co|;

Wk(co, S, U) =  tfVi(S,(ü)), s, u)    ifti(w) = 0,

(4) = Wk_i(co(i, k), s, u)    ifti(co) = 1 andO ^ s ^ \w(i, k)\,

=   ^,_i(co(0, /- 1), S- \co(i, k)\, U)    if tico) = 1

and \cu(i, k)\ ^ s g= |a»[.

7"nen Z/ze statement holds for n + \.

In the above, if w = (A0, tlt..., tn, Xn) e(Q.X)n = Q.Xx(IxQ.X)n, then

8i(<") = (^0> ?1> • • -, ¿¡-1* A!-l5 ti + i, ■ ■ -, tk, Xk),

">(«>ß) = iK, ta + i,...,tß, Xe),

|cu|=2f=o |A,(tu)]=the sum of lengths of the loops appearing in co.

Proof. Let

k=(nx)n=ax*(ix Qxy,
L = K n {o> : z,(co) g 81 for some i},

M=Kn8I,

M' = M O(ATx(0)u Lxl).

We will get 77n + i by using the WACHEP. We know what 77n + 1 should be

when ti(co)edI. To get 77„ + i for all values, we define a normalized version of

77n + i restricted to these values, as follows. Define Ç'n: Kx(0) u Lx7-> E

as follows:

t'n(co,s) = e   ifs = 0,

= 77n_i(S,(cü),5-|co|)     if/,(V) = 0,

(5) = Hn-i(w(i, n), s- \co\)    if tico) = 1 and 0 á 5- \to\ ^ \co(i, n)\,

= 77,_i(oj(0, i-l),s-\co\-\co(i, n)|)-Mn_,(co(z, n))    if/¡(to) = 1

and \co(i, n)\ ^ s-\co\ ^ |a>|.

Equations (2) guarantee that £'n is well defined.

Construct a homotopy >>„:/>£, ~ ■>? I-Kx(0) uLx/as follows:

Jn(w, j, w) =  Wn-^Sico), s- \co\, w)    if tt(co) = 0,

(6) = Wn-x(co(i, n), s, u)   if z,(to) = 1 and 0 ^ s ^ \co(i, k)\,

=  Wi^1(co(0, i- 1), S- \co(i, k)\, u)    if t^co) = 1

and \co(i, k)\ ^ s ^ |to|.

(Equations (4) guarantee that >»„ is well defined.) Then yn gives a homotopy

between /?£, and r,\KxO*u Lxl. That is,

>-„ : ((K x (0) U L x I) x 7, M ' x I) -> (X, *),

y»i ,0)=v,
yn( , !)=/>&•
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Hence by the WACHEP, ft extends to ft and the following diagram is homotopy

commutative

(Kxl, M) -r-* (X,*)
In

That is, there is a homotopy

Yn: (Kxlxl, MxI)-+(X, *),

Yn( , 0) = p£n   and    Yn( , 1) = v,

Yn(w, s, z) = yn((o, s, 2z)   if (w, s) e Kx (0) u L x I and 0 ¿¡ z ^ i,

= -r/(cu, s)   if (co, s) e Kx (0) u L x I and \ S z ^ 1.

Now   returning   to   variable   lengths,   define   TTn: (QX)nxR+ -^-E  and   Wn:

(Q.X)nx R+xI^ X by

Hn(co, s) = ft(<u, 1)   if |cu| ^ 0 and 0 ^ s ^ |o»|,

(7) = ft(oj, 1)   if |cu| # Oands ^ H,

= e   if \co\ = 0 and s e T?+ ;

^„(cu, s, u) = Tn(tu, s/|o>|, m)   if |co| ^ 0 and 0 ^ s g |cu|,

= *   if |tu| = 0 and s e R+ or if 0 # \w\ ^ s.

This completes the inductive definition of TTn, Wn, and Mn. By the way they

were constructed, Hk and Wk automatically satisfy equations (l)-(3). To check

equation (4), if co = (XQ, ti,..., tn, A„, s) £ Kx(0) u Lx I, then (for |u>| /0)

Wn(w, s, u) = Yn(oj, s/\w\, u) = yn(w, s/\co\, 2m)   if 0 ^ u ¿¡ £,

= ij(co, s/|cu|)     if-J- g « g  1.

Now if Ogt/á-j, then equation (6) tells us that (4) is satisfied for k = n. If

£gwgl,then

Wn(w, s, w) = tj(<u, s/\w\) = (X0(w)- ■ ■ Xn(œ))(s)

and so (4) is satisfied in this case too.

Then using this construction, we have

5.3 Theorem. Given the principal quasifibering with X a countable CW-complex

F-> E-> X there is a SHM map {M0, Mu ..., Mn,.. .}from Ü.X to F.

Proof. Construct {TT0, TT^ ...} as in 5.2 and then define for each n, Mn(w) =

Hn(co, |«|).
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6. Classification of principal F-bundles. In this section we will show how the

maps {M0, M,,..., M„ ...} and {770, Hlt..., 77,,...} used in constructing a

SHM map from Q.X to F for a principal /"-bundle F->E-> X can be used to

classify the fibering.

Before carrying this out, it should be pointed out that Stasheff [12] has proved

a classification theorem for fiber spaces T7—>- E—> X (F is the fiber over the base

point of X, not an 7/-space) in terms of A „-actions of O.B on /. The fiber spaces

are classified up to fiber homotopy equivalence. Some of the techniques in this

classification theorem are the same as Stasheff's. Stasheff defines, for an associative

77-space Y, an A „-action of Y on a space / to be a collection of maps

{0,:(Tx7)'-1x YxF-+F}

such that

9¿y«it1,y1,...,ti-i,yi-uf)

= Oí_1(y0,...,tí-1,yj-1yj,tj + 1,...,tí-1,yi-1,f)   ifí, = 1,

= 0/jo> • • -, U-itVi-u 0i-a>í> tf+l,..., tt-uYi-uf))   if t¡ = 0.

He then defines, for a fiber space p: E-> X, a transport to be an ^„-action {0,}

of QB on F (the fiber over the base point of X) such that for each A g Q.B,

6¡(X,  ) : F ->- F is a homotopy equivalence. Stasheff proves

Theorem A. Given a fiber space E -> X, there is a transport (constructed in a

nontrivial way). Given a transport, there is a corresponding fiber space (Ee -»■ X).

Given a fibre space F—>E—>X, there is an associated principal fiber space

77(/) —> Prin E —> X where 7?=Prin 7s = {<?>: F-^-p~1(x) \ cp is a homotopy equiva-

lence} and H(F) = {cp: jF—>■ F \ cp is a homotopy equivalence}. We construct a SHM

map {M0,..., Mt,...} from QATo 77(/). We shall see that this classifies Prin £->-

X. Stasheff could obtain his transport by defining

©A), h, Ai, ...,i,_i, A,_i,/) = M,(A0, 1-ii,..., 1—/,_!, A,-i)(/);

this would classify E —> X. In fact, this point of view can be used to show that

there is a one-to-one correspondence between the set of equivalence classes of

fiber spaces and their associated principal fibrations. An alternate approach

appears in §7.

6.1 77ze induced fibering. Given a classifying map A'—> BF one does not directly

take an "induced" fibering. In general one does not take an induced quasifibration

and it is not known if one could in this special case. So instead one considers

A-> BF as a map Bnx —> BF which corresponds to a SHM map OA-> /.

In §5, we showed how to construct the SHM map {M0, Mu ..., M,,...} from

Ü.X to / for a given principal /"-quasifibering F-> E -*■ X. We will now show how

to construct a principal /"-bundle F—> EM —>■ X when given a SHM map

{M0, Mlt...,M„...} from QXto /".
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The motivation for this definition comes from the construction of the

SHM map {M0, Mu ..., Mn,...} from QX to F in §5. That is these maps

{M0, Mi,..., Mn,...} were defined in terms of maps {TT0, Hu ..., Hn,...}

which satisfied equations (l)-(4). Now given a SHM map {M0, Mu ..., Mn,...}

from CÏX to F we will form a space EM so that EM is the union of an increasing

sequence E0<=Ei<= ■ ■ ■ <=En^ • • ■ where each En is an identification space

(QX)nxR+ xF/~ so that if q(œ, s,f) is the class in En, the qn's satisfy the same

equations as do the TT„'s.

6.2 The construction ofF->EM -> X. Suppose Xis a countable CW-space (with

base point *) and F is an (associative) countable CW TT-space and that

{M0, Mi,..., Mu ...} is a SHM map from QA'to F. Define E0 = Fandp0: E0 -*■ X

to be the projection of F onto the base point of X. Define Ex to be the identification

space from ÜIx R+ x F by identifying

(A0, s,f) with/   ifs = 0,

(A0,s,/)with/M0(A0)   ifs^|A0|.

We will write the equivalence class represented by (A0, s,f) as q(X0, s,f). Define

Pi : Ei -> X by

p(q(X0,s,f)) = X0(s)   ifOgig |Ao|,

= *   if |Ao| <¡ s.

In general, for n^ 1, En + 1 is the identification space formed from

(ClX)nxR+xF-^En + 1

with the following identifications:

q(w,s,f)=feF   ifs = 0,

= q(8i(oi), s,f) e En(X)    if tfa) = 0,

= q(co(0, i-1), s- |cü(i, n)|,/Mn_i(cü(?, n))) e Fl.2(X)

if ^(cu) = 1 and \co(i, n)\ ^ s g |üj|,

= q(co(i, n), s,f) e En_i+i(X)   if /¡(cu) = 1 and 0 á s ^ \co(i, n)\,

= f-Mn(co)e F   if s ^ |cu|.

Define pn + j : En + ±(X) -> X by

pn + i(q(<o,s,f)) = X0(co)- ■ -An(a.)(s)    if 0 ^ s ^ \co\,

= *     if S ^   |tu|.

We may consider Eo^Ei<=- ■ ■ ■ c£,c .... Let EM be the union of the En (with

the limit topology) and let p : EM -> X be the union of the pn.

6.3 Theorem. F -> EM -> X is an F-bundle.

We show " local triviality ". For x e X, choose an open cell U(x) in S. Let (to, s,f) e

(Q.X)n x R+ x F so that pq(w, s,f) = x. Thus A0(cü)- • • A„(o.)(s) = x.
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Now let y e U(x). Let d(x, y) be the distance from x to y in the cell U(x). Let r,y

be the path in U(x) starting at x and ending at y in time d(x, y), along the line from

x to y in U(x).

What we do is replace the loop in which x lies by a loop which takes a deviation

to y, then back to x again, and then continues along itself as before. More pre-

cisely, if 0^5^ |An(cu)|, lety'=n. If s>|oj|, let7= — 1. Otherwise, choose 7 so that

\w(j+l,n)\^sè\<o(j,n)\.

Case 1. y'# — 1. Define a loop yX¡ with length |Ay| +2d(x, y) by

yA/0 = X,(t)   iîO ¿, t S u,
= Xy(t — u)   if u :£ t ¿ u + d(x,y),

= Xy(u + 2d(x,y)-t)   if u + d(x,y) ^ / ^ u + 2d(x, y),

= Xj(t-2d(x, y))   if w + 2d(x, y) ú t Ú \ X,\ + 2d(x, y),

where u = s — w(j+ 1, n).

Case 2. j= — 1. Let yX_1 be the loop defined by

yX.^t) = Xy(t),       0^t^d(x,y),

= Xy(2d(x, y)-t),       d(x,y)út ú 2d(x, y).

Now define s: U(x) -> EM by

s(y) = q(co', s + d(x, y),f)    if j / -1,

= t7(vA_1, s-\co\,Mn(co)-f)   ifj=-\,

where co represents co = (A0(o/), tu ..., tn, An(cu)) with A; replaced by yA;.

Then s gives the desired local cross section, and we have the map 93[7:/7"1(i/) —>

UxFgiven by

q(<", s,f) -> (A0(cu)- • • Xn(co)(s), Mn(X0(co), Zi,..., Zn, An(co))/).

One checks directly that the homotopies involved are principal.

We now state one form of the main theorem of this section:

6.4 Theorem. Let X be a countable CW-space and F a countable connected

CW H-space. The equivalence classes of principal F-bundles over X are in one-to-one

correspondence with (SHM) homotopy classes of SHM maps from Q.X to F. The

correspondence is given by constructing the SHM map {M0, Mi,.. ., A/,,.. .} from

Q.X to F when given a principal F-bundle / -> E-+ X as in §5.

The proof will follow the next several theorems. To show the correspondence

is well defined, we prove

6.5 Theorem. Suppose F-+ E1 -> X and F—> E2 —>■ X are equivalent principal

F-bundles. Let Mx={Ml, M\,..., A/,1,...} and M2 = {Ml, Ml,..., Mf,...} be
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the SHM maps from Q.X to F constructed for the two fiberings as in §5. TTzen M1 and

M2 are (SHM) homotopic.

Proof. Recall that in the construction of M1 and M2 (§5) we had, for k =

0, 1, 2,..., maps Hk: (rlB)k xR+ -> Ei (i = 1, 2) and homotopies in the base space

Wl:(ClB)kxR+xI^X       (¡ = 1,2)

so that

Hi(w, s) = H}_i(co(0,j- 1), s- \co(j, k)\)-Mk_Mh *))   if t,{co) = 1 and

(\co(j,k)\)ÏSÏ  \(co(0,k))\,

= HUfA], k), s)   if fX«») = 1 and 0 ^ s á \co(j, k)\,
= Hk-i(8ico),s)   ifrX«) = 0,

= Hk(w, \co\)     if S Z   \co\,

and Wk is a homotopy between pHk(co, s) and A0(w)- • • Ak(co)(s). That is,

^(c, s, m) =/jTT^, s)   ifu-1,

= A0(o))- • -Xk(co)(s)   if u = 0 and 0 ^ s ^ |tu|,

= *     if S à   |tu|.

Since F^- E1 -^- X and F^-E2^-X are equivalent, there are principal maps

g1: E1 ~> Ts2 and g2: TJ2 -> F1 such that g^g^id and gxg2~ id, both homotopies

being given by principal homotopies. We now construct maps {>p¡} similar to the way

im, m,:.., hi...}

were constructed: Define <¡i'0: Ix Q.Xx (0) u dix Q.Xx R+ -» E2 by

•/"óOo, A0, s) = e   if s = 0 (e e F <= E2 is the base point of F),

= TT02(A0, s)   if r0 = 0,

= g1H1o(X0,s)   if/0 = I-

Also define G0: Tx OJxÄ+ -> A' by

Go('o, Ao, J) = Wh(X0, s, 2(t0-i))   if i g /o a 1,

= w/2(Ao,í,2(i-ío))   ifO g r0 áf

By normalizing G0, we get r¡0: Ix QXxI^ Xdefined by

r¡0(t0, A0, s) = G0(r0, A0, s-1 A|).

Also, by normalizing, we get n</>'0: Tx Qlx(0) u dix ÇlXxI^- E2 defined by

n^ó('o, A0, s) = 0o(ro, A0, s- |A0|).

By applying the WACHEP, as before, we get an extension

n«/r0: (Ix ttXxI, Tx ilXx 81) -> (Ti2, F)
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and a homotopy between p2 n</i0 and r,0, that is

nZ°: (7x Q.XxI, Ix ÜXxdl)-* (X, *)   for 0 ^ t S 1

such that „Z° =/?2 ni/r0 and nZo = i?0- 0*2 : Ti"2 -> A is the projection in the fibering

/"->- £2 -»■ A.) Now returning to variable lengths, define </V ̂ x ßAx 7? + -»■ 7s2 by

Wfo, A0, s) = J0(t0, X0, s/\X0\)   if |A0| # 0 and 0 á s ^ |A0|,

= e   if |A0| = 0andíG7í + ,

= n<Po(t0, X0, 1)   if |A0| #0 and s ^ |A0|.

nZt° yields a mapping Zt°: 7x QA"x 7? + ->- A" in a similar way.

h0:IxiiX-^-F is defined by h0(t0, X0) = i(i0(t0, A0, |A0|). n0 is a homotopy

between M2(X0) and A/o(A0).

By induction, and arguing almost identically to the proof of 5.3, it follows that

for each n there is a mapping i/in: Ix (DA"),, x R+ -> 7s2 such that </in(t0, a>, |cu|) e F

and

^Oo, co,s) = e   if í = 0,

= &-i0o, «•(«'),*)  if *.(«)■-o,
= &-i(fo. w(0, z-1), J- Mi, «)|)-^„_,(io. ">0\ "), \<»(i, n)\)

if Z,(oj) = 1 and \co(i, n)\ ^ s ^ |to(0, n)|,

= tn-iito, "»(i, n), s)   if t¡ = 1 and 0 ^ j ^ |co(z, n)|,

= 772(co,j)   ifio = 0,

= g1Hkiw,s)   ift0=\,

= Wo, <", hi)      ifiS   hi-

lt also follows that for n there is a homotopy Z": 7x (ÎÎA)n x 7?+ -> A" such that

Z?(t0, co, s) = p2>/>n(to, <",S)     if / =  1,

= X0(co)--Xn(co)(s)    if f = 0.

hn is obtained by setting hn(t0, co)=i/in(t0, tu, |co|).

Then h={h0, hu ..., hn,...} is a (SHM) homotopy between

A71 = {Mo1, M{,..., Mi,...}    and    M2 = {A702, A/2,. .., M2,...}.

Having shown that correspondence from equivalence classes of /-bundles over

X to (SHM) homotopy classes of SHM maps from QA" to / is well defined, we

show that the correspondence is onto:

6.6 Theorem. Suppose X is a CW-space and F is an associative CW H-space.

Suppose M= {M0, Mr,..., M¡,...} is a SHM map from Q.X to F. Let F —>- EM -> X

be the principal F-bundle induced by M (6.2). Let M' = {MQ, M[,..., Mn,...} be

the SHM map from Q.X to F induced by the principal F-bundle F^-EM^- X

(see 5.3). Then M = {M0, ...,Mn,...} and M' = {M'0, ...,M'n,...} are (SHM)

homotopic.
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Proof. For each n, define TTn: (Q.X)nxR+ -> EM by Hn(co,s)=q(œ,s, e).

(Recall q(co, s, e) is the equivalence class containing (co, s, e).) Because of the

identifications in EM, we have the equations

TTn(6ü, s) = e    if s = 0,

= Mn(co)     if S ^  |co|,

= Hi_i(co(0, i-1), s- \co(i, n)\)■ Mn-i(o>(i, n))   if ?,(<«) = 1 and

|oy(l, n)\   is S ^   |cu|,

= Hn-(co(i, n), s)    if tt(œ) = 1 and 0 ^ s á \(co(i, n))\,

= Hn_i(8t(co))   ifrX«) = 0,

= Hn(co, \o>\)    if s ä hl,

and pHn(co, s) = A0(tu)- • • An(a>)(s). By the construction of M', in EM we have maps

H'n: (ciX)nxR+ -> EM satisfying the same equation as above, except with primes

on the TT's and M's. And

pH'n(w, s) ~ X0(w)- ■ ■ Xn(oj)(s).

For all n, i/in: Ix(riX)nxR+ —>- EM are constructed by induction exactly the

same way that maps >pn: Ix(QX)nxR+ -> E2 were constructed in 6.5, the only

difference being that TT2(a>, s) is replaced by H^(co, s) and g1Hl(w, s) is replaced

by Hn(co,s). As before, hn(t0, <*>) = ipn(t0, co, \to\) gives the required homotopy

between M and M'. To complete the proof of the classification theorem (Theorem

6.4) we need to show that the correspondence is one-to-one, that is

6.7 Theorem. Suppose F—> E1 -> X and F-> E2 -*■ X are principal F-bundles.

Let Mx={Ml, Ml,..., M¡,...} and M2 = {M%, AT2,..., Mf,...} be the SHM

maps from 01 to F constructed for the two quasifiberings F—>- E1 —>- X and

F-> E2 -+ X respectively (5.3). Suppose M1 and M2 are (SHM) homotopic. Then

F—> E1 —> X and F —>• E2 —>- X are equivalent.

This theorem follows from the next two theorems.

6.8 Theorem. Suppose F-> F1 -> X and F-> E2 -*• X are principal F-bundles.

Let M1={M1o, Mi, ...,M¡,...} and M2 = {M%, M2, ...,M?,...} be the SHM

maps from ÇIX to F constructed for the two principal F-bundles F—> F1 —>- X and

F—> E2 —> X respectively. Suppose M1 and M2 are (SHM) homotopic. Then the

two principal F-bundles F —*■ EMi —> X and F —>- EMz —»■ X are equivalent.

6.9 Theorem. Suppose F-+ E^- X is a principal F-bundle. Let

M = {M0,Mi,...,Mt,...}

be the SHM maps from Ü.X to F constructed from F-> E-+ X. Then F'->- F-> X

and F—> EM —> X are equivalent principal F-bundles.

In the preceding three theorems, X and F are assumed, as usual, to be countable

CW-complexes, and F is assumed to be connected.
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Proof of 6.8. Recall that elements of EMi are written in the form q(w, s,f)

where to e (ciX)n for some n, se R +, fe F. We will now write these elements as

q\co, s,f). Similarly, elements in EM* are written in the form q2(co, s,f) where

to g (QA)n for some n, s e R + , andfe F. Recall that because of the identifications

in EMi, q(w, s,f)=f-Mn(co) if co e (£lX)n, s= |to|, andfe F.

Since A/1 and A72 are (SHM) homotopic, there is a sequence of maps

{h0, hu ..., hn,...} where hn: Ix(QX)n -> / is such that nn(0, to) = Af¿(to),

n„(l, cu) = A72(oj), and for each t0el, the sequence hn(t0, ): (OA)n -> F forms a

SHM from DA" to F.

Recall that EMi is the union of an increasing sequence

F=^c£iIc£2Ic...c£»1c...c EMK

(Em1 is the set ofq\co, s,f) such that to g (Q.X)k where 0^/c^n.) We will define a

map by induction from EMi to EM*.

Define &: 7x OAx7?+ -^7iM2 as follows: First define „&: 7x(ÜA)x(0) u

(0)x(OA)xa/-^7iM2 by

nlí(ío> A0, s) = e   if s = 0, z0 g 7, A0 g Í2A",

= c72(A0, i-|A0|, e)   if Z0 = 0,

= «oOo, A0)   if s — 1.

„77: 7 x ß A x 7 -> A is defined by

nv(to, A0, i) = A0(i-|A0|).

By the now familiar use of the WACHEP, ni[ is extended to „^ : 7 x QA x 7 ->- EMz

and hence £[ is extended to |j: 7x QXxR+ -*■ 7iM2. In particular, li(l, A0, 0) = e

and

fi(l, A0, |A0|) = n0(l, A0) = A7o2(A0).

Hence fi induces a mapping gj : EMi -> 7iM2 by defining

gi(q1(K,s,f)) = UhK,s)-f

By induction, arguing as before, (5.1), it follows that for each n, there is

in:Ix(QX)n-1xR + -^ EMi so that

£n(t0, to, s) = e   if s = 0,

= <72(to, j)   if i0 = 0,

= in-lito, S,(w),í)    ifi,(to) = 0,

= in-iOo, <"('> n— l)»-s)   if í¡(<") = 1 and 0 ^ s ^ |to(z, n—1)|,

= f,_i(to(0,z-l),i-Mz,n-l)|)-fn_,(to(z,n-l), |«ftn-l)|)

if Z,(to) = 1 and |to(z, n-l)| ¿ s S |to(0,n-l)|,

= nn_i(í0, to)   if 5 à |c(0,fi-l)|.
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The inductive argument is almost identical to that used before, ft is defined for

values s = 0, s=|cu|, r¡(«/) e ¿XT""1), and t0 = 0 by the above equations, ft, as a

function of s, has projection homotopic to A0(cu)-• ■ An(cu)(s). Then a map

r¡: Ix(ÇlX)n_i xR+ -> X is defined. By normalizing, using the WACHEP, and

returning to variable lengths, ft is extended to ft.

Having thus defined {ft, ft,..., ft,...} the maps gn: E^1 -> FM2 are defined for

all n, and gn + x is an extension of g„ for all n. gn is defined by

gn(q\^,s,f)) = L(hco,s)f   if co e(QX)n_i, s eR\fe F

Thus the maps {gi,..., gn,...} induce g: FMi -> FM2 which is a principal map.

Similarly there are maps {ft,..., ft,...} giving g'n: E& ->FMi and hence

g':EM2-^EMi.

To finish the proof, one can show, using the same type of arguments, that gg'

and g'g are homotopic to the identity mappings, the homotopies being principal

homotopies lying over the identity.

Proof of 6.9. Recall that the SHM map M={M0, Mu ..., Mh ...} from Q.X to

to F was defined in terms of maps {TT0, TTa,..., Hh ...} where TT¡: (CíX)i x T?+ -> F

and also that given the SHM map M = {M0, Mu ..., M{,...} from Q.X to F, the

identification space EM was formed so that representative elements q(co, s,f)

satisfy the same kind of equations that the TT¡(oj, s)-/satisfy (see 6.2 and 5.1).

Thus we have a principal map g:Eu-^E, where

g(q(co, s,f)) = Hn(o>, s) •/   if w s (£lX)n, seR + ,feF.

Since pHn(co,s) = X0(co)---Xn(w)(s) if coe(Q.X)n, s e R+ and pq(co,s) = X0(co)- ■ ■

X„(co)(s), we see that g does not lie over the identity mapping of X, but lies over a

map that is homotopic to the identity mapping.

If F-+E-+ A-and F—> EM -+ A'were principal F-bundles in the original sense of

Dold and Lashof, we could finish the proof by merely quoting 5.2 and 5.3 [5].

Fortunately, 5.2 and 5.3 are still true with our new definition of F-bundles, except

that the maps in the bases are not the identities, but instead homotopic to the

identities.  More precisely, we state

5.2' Proposition. Let F'-* Ei ->■ X be principal F-bundles (see 3.6) for i = 0, 1,2,

with a CW-complex X as common base, and with F a connected CW H-space as

common fiber.

Suppose we have the commutative diagram

f1 f°
-—>E2+— E°

Pi P2 Po

-> X ^^— X

p       p
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where f1 andf° are principal maps. Let f1 be a homotopy between f° andf1. Then

there exists a principal map f. E° -» E1 lying over a map which is homotopic to the

identity.

f can be chosen so that f°~Pf by a principal homotopy Dt:E°^E1 and

pD'^fy.

5.3' Corollary. Let F-^E1 -> X and F->■ E° -> X be principal F-bundles with

X and F CW-spaces and F connected. Let g: E —> E° be a principal map lying over

a map which is homotopic to the identity map. Then there exists a principal map

f:E°^-E1 such thatfg^id andgf= id. By ^ we shall mean there exists a principal

homotopy between the two maps D* such that for each value oft, D* lies over a map

homotopic to the identity.

The proof of 5.3' is now the same as the proof of 5.3 [5] since we have made the

necessary modifications in the meanings of principal bundle and s •

We shall now indicate the necessary modifications in the proof of 5.2.

Take a cellular subdivision of A so fine that each cell V is contained in some

neighborhood U over which the bundles are "almost" trivial. We now start at the

top of p. 299.

Let x° be a vertex of B. i: 77 -+p~\x0), x0e U for some neighborhood U over

which the bundles are "almost" trivial. Then we have the maps st: U-+pl~1(U),

PiSt=id, and

<i>u <Pu
UxF-->pr\U)-^UxF

for z'=0, 1, 2. Consider the map F->pô\x0) defined byj'(e)=s(x0) where e is the

unit in F, and7(/)=i0(x0)/for all/e F.

We also have the map i: pa \x0) -*■ F defined by the composition

PÔ \x0) —>Po-XU)^UxF^F

where UxF-+ Fis projection onto the second factor. Consider the diagram

f(0) =/°0'(e)),       t?(0 =/'(*<>).

Then £' has an extension to a map f and/>£~7/. Furthermore, we may assume

The lifting i may be chosen by covering the path r,(t) with neighborhoods over

which we may take coverings lying over the segments of r,(t) in the neighborhoods.

Since we do not have transition functions, we cannot patch together the liftings
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over each neighborhood. However, by choosing points in the intersections of the

neighborhoods, and since the fiber is connected, we can patch together these par-

tial liftings by running along the fibers.

Since/¿: 7r0(/?f x(x0)) -*■ rr0(p21(f1(x0))) is an isomorphism, ftl) can be assumed

to be/^ji) for some yx e E1. (At least it is connected to/1^) by a path in the

fiber.) Then we define f: pô\x0) -> F1 by f(y)= y1-i(y).

Define H(y, t) = ft?) • i(y) e E\

Then H(y, \)=i(iyKy)=f1(yù-Ky)=f1(yiKy))=f1f(yy

H(y,o) = m-Ky) =f°(j(e)-'(y))-

But since

<Pv <l>u

is homotopic to the identity, we have y~j(e)-i(y).

Hence we connect f°(j(e) -i(y)) to f°(y) by a principal homotopy. Thus we have

D:pö\xo) -» F1 a principal homotopy between/0 and/1/ and we have piD*~

pPo- Let/and D be defined over the n-skeleton of X.

The inductive step follows in a corresponding manner. That is, one identifies

(Po)~1(yxF) with FxFby means of the map 1/1°. One has the homotopy com-

mutative diagram

ft
KxOudKxT -^-»-F2

y'' P2

where

ft(x,0)=/W(x,e))   ¡fXeV,

ft(z, 0 = D<(ip0v(z, e))   ifzeS = 8V,

v(*,t) =/'(z).

We have a homotopy commutative diagram and by the ACHEP, we can extend

ft to a map d: VxI->E2 andpd~r¡.

It is now easy to finish the proof, using exactly the arguments on p. 299.

Now we restate the classification theorem as follows :

6.10 Theorem. Let X be a countable CW-space and let F be a countable CW

H-space (associative). There is a one-to-one correspondence between equivalence

classes of principal F-bundles over X and homotopy classes of maps from X to Ti„(F).

Proof. We have just proved that there is a one-to-one correspondence between

equivalence classes of principal F-bundles over X with fiber Fand SHM homotopy

classes of SHM classes of maps from Q.X to F.
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But there is a one-to-one correspondence between SHM homotopy classes of

maps from (LÏX) to (/), and homotopy classes of maps from Bœ(U.X) to BX(F).

Since B0O(£iX)~X, we have finished.

7. Classifying fiber homotopy equivalence. Dold and Lashof [5, §7 in particular]

have shown how to classify fiber bundles with respect to homotopy equivalence in

terms of principal fiberings. Briefly, let F-+ E\ X and /—>£'% X' be fiber

bundles. (Here a fiber bundle is taken in the sense of Steenrod [14] but not neces-

sarily with structure group.) A fiberwise map

is admissible if for every x e X,fx:p~l(x) -+p'~x(f(x)) is a homotopy equivalence

where fx is / restricted to the fiber p'(x) over x. A homotopy d: ExI-^E' is

admissible if dt is admissible for each tel (dt(y) = d(y, t)). Now let A = A". A fiber

homotopy equivalence between E -» X and £" -> X is a pair of admissible maps

>E' >E

such thatj/f~~id and/"/~ id, both homotopies being admissible homotopies

leaving the base space fixed.

Now let /—>- 7s A- X be a fiber bundle (in the above sense) with locally compact

fiber /. Let 77 be the space of all homotopy equivalences from F to F (compact-

open topology). Composition of maps forms a multiplication turning 77 into an

associative 77-space. Let 7s be the set of all continuous mappings cp-.F-^-E

(compact-open topology) such that cp(F) is contained in some fiber p_1(x) and

cp: F^-p'\x) is a homotopy equivalence. 77—>E^ A' is a principal 77-bundle.

pcp=pcp(F). 77->-7s A- X is the principal 77-bundle associated to the fiber bundle

F-+EUB.

Dold and Lashof have proved:

Theorem 7.1. Two fiber bundles F^EU X and F^E' A X over X with the

same locally compact fiber are fiber homotopy equivalent if and only if their associated

principal H-bundles are equivalent (in the sense of principal bundle equivalence).
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Let LF(X) be the fiber homotopy equivalence of fiber spaces p: E-> X with

fibers of the homotype of/. Here fiber space is in the sense of [12, Definition 2.1].

That is, we are not assuming any local triviality, and homotopies may be vertically

lifted. Then Stasheff (Classification Theorem 1) has proved LF(X) = X, B(H(F)).

Using this and our classification theorem, we see that there is a one-to-one cor-

respondence between equivalence classes of principal 77(/)-bundles (in the modified

sense) and fiber homotopy equivalences of fiber spaces over X with fiber /.

8. n-equivalence and the homotopy type of Bn(X).

8.1 The homotopy equivalence of X and 77 „ (Q.X).

8.1.1 Theorem. Let X be any space. Then there exists a map <p: B^ilX) —> X

such that 7/^(95): H*(Bx(ilX)) —> H%(X) is an isomorphism of singular homology.

If X is a countable CW-complex then cp is a homotopy equivalence.

(The proof given here is that of Theorem 9.1 (Stasheff [13, p. 305]), and is

included here for the sake of completeness.)

Proof. Define inductively

cPi : Bi _ i(Q X) -^ A",       </.,:£,_ i(ü X) -» AX,       0, : C(7i¡ _ ,(üí)) -> A A",

where A A is the path space of X and C(7s,_i(QA)) is the cone of ¿¡^(DI) as

follows:

Let 4>i'- ßA"—^ AX be the inclusion. Then the formulas

6,(1, z)(s) = Hz)its)   for z g 7i, _ !(Q A"),

<p,(f, Z)   =   770,0, Z)>

>/jl + 1(z\t\X) = Bit, z)-X   (the usual action of Q.X on AX)

define 9„ <p„ i/j¡ + 1 inductively for all i, inducing cp: B^ilX)

AX. Then the diagram

id

Xandi/>:Em(CïX)^

ax QA"

E„(£IX) ■

P
V

B„(ilX)

^AX

-> X
<P

is commutative, and respects the action of Q.X on p and n.

8.2 The strongly homotopy multiplicative equivalence ofQ.Bœ(X) and X.

8.2.1 Theorem. Let X be any H-space. Let n^2 be an integer. Then there is an

(n-\)-HM map from X to Q(Bn(X)).
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Proof. We first remark that Sugawara [16, p. 262] proves (Lemma 4.1) that

there exists a SHM map from X to Ü.B for a principal universal bundle p: E-> B

for the TT-space X. He inductively defines, for (tu ..., tn) e dln, Nn(x0, fu..., tn, xn)

e Í1B, and Ñn(x0, tlt...., t„, xn) e AF covering Nn(x0, tu ..., tn, xn). Then using the

contractibility of AF, Á\(x0, tu ..., tn, xn) is defined for all (r1;..., tn) e In and

hence Nn(x0, tx,..., tn, xn) is also defined. This type of argument could be used to

prove 8.2.1. That is, one could construct Ñt(x0, ..., U, xt) e AE¡(X) covering

Aj(x0, ?!,..., tt, Xj) for values of (rl5..., tt)e dl\ and then using the fact that

Et(X) is contractible in Fi + 1(A"), extend Ñt to be defined for all values of (tu ..., tn).

However, it is possible to define {NQ, Nu ..., Nn-i} directly, which is done here.

Define K0: X-+ AEi(X)a AEn(X) by letting, for each xeX, K0(x) be that path

in Ei(X) of length 1 given by K0(x)(s)—q(x, s, e) if s e I. (Recall that q(x, s, e) is

the class in EX(X) represented by (x, s, e).)

In general, for 1 ̂  m ̂  n - 1, define Km : Xm-+ AEm + x(X) <= AEn(X) by letting, for

each w e Xm, Km(co) be that path of length 1 +ti(co)+ ■ ■ ■ +tm(co) given by

Km(co)(s) = q(x0(o>), 1 - h(co),..., 1 - tm(co), Xm(co), s,e)    if Û S s á•• I,

= q(x0(co), 1 - ti(w), . . ., 1 - tm-i(co), S-tm(co), Xm(w))

1  US ^  l+tm(co)

- q(xo(<»), i-*i("0, • • -, i-U-i(o>), Xi-iH,

S-(tm(v) + tm-i(üj)+ ■ ■ ■ +ti(co)), Xt(co)- ■ -Xm(a>))

if 1 +í¡ + 1(a,)+ • • • +tm(co) á S ^  1 -WiH-r- • • • +tn(w)

and ZáíSffi-1,

= ?Oo(<«), J-(îl(">)+ • • • +tm(w)), Xi(co)- ■ -Xm(w))

if 1 +t2(co)+ ■ ■ ■ +tm(co) ájá  l+ti(co)+ ■ ■ -+tm(oj).

Then define Nm: Xm -> Q.Bn(X) by defining Nm = ApKm where AEn(X) X ABn(X)

is induced by the projection p: E„(X) -> Bn(X).

8.2.2 Theorem. Let X be a CW H-space. Let n > 1 be an integer. Let N=

{N0, Ni,..., Nn-i} be the (n—\)-HM map from X to Q.Bn(X) constructed in 8.2.1.

Let {M0, Mi,..., M¡} be the co-HM map from Q.Bn(X) to X for the principal

quasifibering X-> En(X) -> Bn(X) constructed in 5.3. Then the (n-l)-HM map

{M0, Mi,..., Mn_i}-{NQ, Ni,..., Nn-i} is homotopic to the (n-l)-HM map

{T0, Ii,..., In-i} formed by the identity map of X.

N                 M
X->O.Bn(X)->X.

Proof. (The proof is very similar to the proof of 5.3.) Recall that Xn=Xx

(JxX)n where J=[0, 2] and T¡: X¡-^- X is given by I,(co) = x0(co)- ■ -Xj(tu). Also

recall that in 5.3 the maps {M0,..., Mt,...} were constructed in terms of maps

{ft, ft,..., ft,.. .} = {TT0, Hu...,Hn,...}. Let

K=IxX,       L = 8IxX,

M = IxXxdI,       M' = Mr\(Kx(0)\JLxl),
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and define maps i/j'0, v0,

(K x (0) u L x I, M') > (En(X), X)

P

(Kxl, M)-► (Bn(X), *)

tfi'oit, x,s) = e   if s = 0,

= K0ix)is)   if t = 1 and i g 7,

= io(N0(x), s)   if t = 0 and 5 g 7.

v0(r, x,i) = Aro(x)(i).

Now  by   5.2  there  is  a  homotopy   T0: (Qfi„(A)x/x7, Oßn(A)x87x7) ->

(Bn(X), *) such that

F0(A, s, u) = pèQ(X, s) if u = 0,

= A(|A|-j)   if« = 1,

=  * if 5 G 37.

Thus there is a homotopy va: pi/>'0~v0\Kx(0) u L x I, that is

vQ: ((Kx (0) u L x I) x I, M'xl)^ (Bn(X), *)

is given by

v0(t, x, s, z) = Y0(N0(x), s,z)   if Z = 0, 0 ^ z ^ 1,

= NQix)is) if t =1,0 ^ x £ 1,

= e ifi = 0.

Then by the ACHEP for quasifiberings, since Xis a CW-complex, </r0 extends to <fi0

and the homotopy v0 extends to V0: (Kxlxl, Kx 81x1) -> (Bn(X), *) so that

V0:p>Po-vo-

Suppose inductively that >/iQ, cpu ..., ¡/>m_i are defined for 1 ̂ i^m— 1 so that

>/.,: (7x A, x 7, 7x X, x 81) -* (EniX), X) satisfies

</>it0, w,s) = e   if s = 0,

= 0,_1(Zo,Si(co),j)    ifz» = 0,

= ¡Ai-Xfo, «(/, 0. 2j)   if i/to) = 1 and 0 á j ^ i,

= ^._,(i0, co(o,j-o, 2(5-¿))-íA,_,(í0,«a 0, 1) iff» = 1

and i ^ s ^ 1,

= Kt(co)(s)   if i0 = 1 (seeIV.2.1),

= 40o, 2(^(0.)-i),..., 2(tJk(w)-\), zk, s)   if Z0 = 0

where 0 S tu(co) ¿ ^ whenever u = j\,.. .,jk,

and i ^ tu(co) S 1 whenever zz = ju .. .,jk,

andz„ = Nu + 1_h_1(co(jv,jv+1-\)),

and |t is Hk normalized (see ULI).

We will call the above equation (1).
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Let v¡: (Tx X¡ x I, Tx Xx x 81) -> (Bn(X), *) be given by

(2) vfjo, co, s) = Ni(co, s)   (= Nfco, s) normalized).

Also assume K¡: (Tx X¡ x I, Ix X¡ x 81) —> (Bt(X), *) is a homotopy between pi/j^

and vt satisfying

V¡(t0, ta, s, u) = Vi_i(t0, 8j(co), s, u)    if t,(co) = 0,

(3) = Vi-jOo, co(j, i), 2s, u)   if tj(co) = 1 and 0 ^ s ^ i,

= Vj-i(to, o>(Ç>,j-1), 2(s-|), u)   if t,(œ) -'i and i á í á 1.

Now let K=IxXh L = 8Ix X¡ u Tx jjf, n {co\tt(oj) e 81 for some /}. M=Kx8I,

M' = (Kx(0)uLxI)nM. Then

0;: (tf x 0 u L x I, M') -*. (En(X), X)

is determined by equation (1). Equation (3) determines a homotopy

vm: (Kx 0 u L x Tx I, M' x I) ->■ (Bn(X), *),

vm:p>Pm S vm|Ts:x(0)u¿xT.

That is, by definition

vjfo, <*», *, w) = fm-i(r0, S¡(cu), s, w)   if tt(co) = 0,

= Vm_i(t0, o.(0, i- 1), 2(s-i), u)   if rX<") = 1 and 0 Ú s ^ \,

= vm(w, S)     if t0 =   1,

= ym(co, s, u)   if f0 = 0 and 0 á s á |,

where in the above equation, ym is the homotopy between /jft and r¡ given in 5.2,

that is

ym(w, s, 0) = ypft(z0, 2(rX<x.) —i),..., 2(r,k(£U)—D> z», s),

jm(o., s, 1) = ^z^ 2(?X">)-i), • • -, 2(/,t(a')—D, zk, s)

= OV ■ -Zk)(s-\Zo- ■ -Zk\) = vm(co,s).

Then by the ACHEP </>'m extends to >pm and vm extends to Vm:pc/im~vm, giving the

homotopy commutative diagram

(En(X), X)

(KxI,M) —--+ (Bn(X),*)
ym

This completes the inductive definition of ip0, ipu ..., </>„_!• Then « = {n0, n1(...,

nn-i} is a homotopy between {T0, /,..., Tn_x} and {M0, Mlt..., Mn_1}-{Ar0,

Ai..iVB_i} where n¡(r0, o., s) = </>¡(í0, w, 1).
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8.2.3 Theorem. Let X be a CW H-space. Let {N0, Nu ... Nt,...} be the

00-77A7 map from X to Q.BX(X) constructed in 8.2.1. Let {M0, Mu ..., A/,,...} be

the 00-77A7 map from QBX(X) to X for the principal universal quasifibering

A"-> /„(A) ->■ Bœ(X) constructed in 5.3. 77zen the composition {P0, Pu . ..,/,,.. .}

= {N0,N1,...,Ni,...}-{M0,M1,...,Ml,...} is homotopic to the co-HM map

{70, 7i,..., 7,,...} formed by the identity ofiiB^X),

M        N
Q.BX(X)-> X-► CIB^X).

Proof. Recall that by 5.1 there is a mapping, f0: Q.Bx(X)xI^ Em(X) so that

UKs) = M0(X)   ifj = 1,

= e ifs = 0,

and there is a homotopy

Y0: (OB^A) xlxl, Q.Bœ(X) xdlxl)-^ (B„(X), *)

so that

r0(A, s, u) = pioiK s)   if u = 0,

= A(s-|A|)    if« = 1.

Define cp'0: Ix Q.BX(X) xdluSlx ÙB«,(X) x/-*■ Em(X) by

cp'0(t0, X, s) = M0(X) when s = 1,

= e when 5 = 0,

= fo(A, s) when z0 = 0,

= K0(M0(X)(s)) whenio = 1.

(Recall that {K0,..., Kn,...} was defined in 8.2.1.) Since Em(X) is contractible,

<PÓ extends to cp0: Ix Q.Bao(X)xI-^- 7s„(A). Then pcp0 provides a homotopy

between pi0(X,s) and N0M0(X)(s). Since pÇ0(X,s)~X(s-\X\), we get X(s)~

N0M0(X)(s). More precisely, define h0: Ix ÇïBœ(X) -> ilß^A) by

h0(t0, A) = W0(X, s, 2t0) if 0 ^ t0 ^ h

= M2(t0-ï),Ks)   if i â t0è 1,

where W0(X,s,t)=Y0(X,s/\X\,t) if |A|^0 and </>0: Ix QBX(X)^ Í1BX(X) is

defined by Wo, A)(í)=/>9>o(/o, A, s).

In general, h„ is defined in terms of Wn and ^„ as follows. h„: Ix(QBx(X))n —>

Q.BX(X) is given by

hn(t0, to, s) = Wn(w, $■ to, 2i0)     if 0 g í0 â i,

= <An(2(z0-i),to,j)   ifiá f„ £ 1.

where Wn is the homotopy between pHn(co, s) and A0(to)- • • A„(to)(,s) defined in 5.2

and ^„ is defined inductively in a way similar to the way that <p0 was defined. That

is, having defined <p0, <Pi, ■ ■ -, <pn-i, where

<P,: (Ix(QBx(X))t x I, Ix(QBx(X))i x 81) -+ (EX(X), X),
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define inductively

cp'n:IxLxIvj8Ix (Q.Bn(X)\ xIkjIx(ÜB^X)^ x 3T-> E„(X)

by

<p'n(tQ, co, s) = e   if s = 0,

= <Pn-l(to, 8t(co), S)     if t¡(co) = 0,

= <Pn-i(u(i, h), 2s)   if U(w) = 1 and 0 S s ú \,

= <p¡-i(<»(0, i-1), 2(s-\))cpn_i(o>(i, n), 1)   if tt(w) = 1 and! á * á 1,

= ft(o), s)   if t0 = 0,

= T^izo, 2(tJL(co) -i),..., 2(tJk(co) - i), zjk)(s)   if f o = 1,

- £fc(z0, 2(i;iH-i), • • -, 2(/,(o.)-i), zj(l)    if s = 1,

where, as before, z„ = Miv + w„_1(«>(j1),Ti> + i- 1)) and \^r¡(o.)^ 1 when /=/,.. .,jk

and 0^^(01)^2- when i^ji,. ■ .,jk. Also we recall that in the above formula,

L = Q.BX(X) n {íu|fj(cü) e dTfor some /}• £» is defined in 5.2, Kk is Ä^ normalized,

and {K0,..., K¡,...} is defined in 8.2.1.

Since EX(X) is contractible, cp'n extends to

Vn: (Ix (QBx(X))n x I, Ix (05.(10)» * äf) -► (£.(*)> X).

Then &,: Tx OB^) -> OB^) is defined by

«AnOo, <")(s) = />9>nOo, <*»» s),       Oájíl.

This completes the inductive definition of {ip0, ■ ■ -, <Pn, ■ ■ ■} and {n0,..., hn,...}.

Then {n0, hu ..., hn,...} forms a homotopy between {F0, Fx,..., Pn,...} and

{To, Ii, ■ ■ •, Tn, . . .}.

Combining Theorem 8.2.3 with 8.2.2 (with n = oo), we get

8.2.4 Theorem. Let X be a CW H-space. Then X is co-equivalent to Q.Bm(X).

8.3 The homotopy type of Bn(X).

8.3.1 Theorem. Suppose Y and Z are n-equivalent H-spaces. Then Bn + i(Y) and

Bn + i(Z) have the same homotopy type. (The case n=\ has been proved somewhat

differently by Stasheff[\\, p. 744].)

Proof. Since Y and Z are n-equivalent, there are n-HM maps {M0, Mu ..., Mn}

from Y to Z and {N0, ...,Nn} from Z to Y such that {M0,. .., Mn}{N0, ...,Nn}

and {N0, ■ ■ -, Nn}{M0,..., Mn} are (n-HM) homotopic to the n-HM maps induced

by the identity maps of Z and Y. Writing M={M0, ■ ■., Mn}, N={N0,..., Nn},

and I={I0,. . ., T„} where I is the n-HM map from Z to Z'induced by the identity

map of Z,

Bn + i(M)Bn + i(N) ~ Bn + i(MN) ~ T?n + 1(T) ~ idBn + 1(Z).

Similarly Bn + ¿N)Bn + i(M)~idBn + 1(Y).

8.3.2 Theorem. Let Y and Z be CW H-spaces such that Bn + i(Y) and T?n + 1(Z)

have the same homotopy type. Then Y and Z are n-equivalent.
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Proof. Let/:7in + i(7)^7in + i(Z) and g: Bn + 1(Z)-+Bn + 1(Y) be maps such

that ./g~ id and gf~id. We construct n-HM maps from Y to Z and Z to Y as

follows :

y^Q7?n + i(y)^OT?n + i(Z)^Z,       Z^ilBn + i(Z)^Q7in + 1(y)^ Y.

Since Z —> En + 1(Z) —> Bn + i(Z) is a principal quasifibering, by 5.3 there is a SHM

map M={M0, Mu..., Mn} from Q.Bn + 1(Z) to Z. Similarly there is N from

£XBn + i(y) to Y. By 8.2.1 there is an n-HM map P = {P0,.. .,Pn} from Y to

QBn + 1(Y) and also g = {ßo,-••> ß„}fromZto ÍXSn + 1(Z). Theorem 8.2.2 showed

that the compositions NP and MQ are (n-HM) homotopic to the (n-HM) maps

from Y to Y and Z to Z, respectively, induced by the identity maps of Y and Z

respectively. D/: OBn + i(T) -> ClBn + i(Z) and Qg: OBn + i(Z) -> £25n + 1(r) are

multiplicative hence induce n-HM maps T={Q.f=T0,T1,...,Tn} and U=

{ilg=U0,Uu...,Un} from 05n + i(T) to ÍXBn + 1(Z) and from ClBn + 1(Z) to

QBn +1( T) respectively. The compositions of n-HM maps

P T M
R: Y^QBn + 1(Y)^nBn + 1(Z)^Z,

Q U N
S:Z^QBn + 1(Z)^£lBn + 1(Y)—+ Y

form n-HM maps 7? from Y to Z and S from Z to Y. Since g/": ßn + j( T) -^- 7in +1( Y)

is homotopic to the identity, UT is (n-HM) homotopic to {70,..., 7n}. Since QM

is (n-HM) homotopic to {70, ...,/„} and NP is (n-HM) homotopic to {70,..., /„},

then SR = NUQMTP~{I0, ...,In} where in the above formulas, {70,..., /„} is the

n-HM map induced by the identity map of the appropriate space. Similarly

RS~{I0,..., In}. Thus Y and Z are n-equivalent.

8.3.3 Theorem. Suppose X and Y are CW H-spaces. Suppose

M = {M0,M1,...,Mi,...}

is an co-HM map from X to Y, and that N0: Y ->- X is a homotopy inverse to M0.

Then X and Y are co-equivalent.

Proof. In the diagram

*      EJiM)      +
EK(X)-K-^EK(Y)
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the top two horizontal maps induce isomorphisms in homology and so by the

Moore Comparison Theorem [2, 3-04] the map B^(M) does also. Hence B^(X)

and Bœ(Y) have the same homotopy type and thus X and Y are co-equivalent.

Appendix.

Proof of Theorem 3.5. Suppose we are given a quasifibering F—> E^- X, where

X is a CW-complex, and we are given the homotopy commutative diagram

A:x(0)u¿xT-
e

(E,F)

(KxI,M) (X,*)

where

K=r2Xx(Ix£lX)n = (nX)n,

L=K n {co\ti(co) e 81 for some i'},

M=Kx8I,

M' = M n Kx (0) u L x I and

the homotopy y between /»ft and ij|^x0 u ¿xTsatisfies X^' xT)<=(*).

To construct £ and j>, since Xis a CW-complex, ÜJf has the homotopy type of a

CW-complex X [8]. Thus we have X -U- ÜZ-^- X so that//~ id. Now define the

homotopy commutative diagram as follows:

_        _        I'
(Kx (0) u ¿ x T, M')-► (F, F)

n

(KxI,M) (X, *)

£ = £x(/xJP)n = (J?)n,

M = Kx8I,

i(co,s) = mco),s),_

y:pi ~ rj\Kx(0)KJLxI,

L = K n {cu|ij(ctj) e 81 for some i},

M' = Mn(ix(0)ulx/),

ij(w, s) = i?(l(oj), s),

X"J, s, i) = X'H, *, t)   if 0 á r S 1,

where in the above formulas, if oj = (A0, rl5 Al5..., I„, An), by i(co) we mean

i(oj) = (i(X0), h, /(Aj),..., tn, i(Xn)). Then by the ACHEP (for CW-pairs), f extends

to §:(KxI,M)^(E,F) and y extends to Y: p£~r¡ and F(/xM)c(»), so we

have the homotopy commutative diagram :

(KxI,M) (X,*)
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Now define £": (Kxl, M) -> (E, F) by |"(to, s) = £(j(w), s) where if to =

(Ao, tu Aj,..., tn, Xn),

K">) = 0'(Ao)> tu--., tn,j(K))-

Now (" is not an extension of (■', but £"\Kx (0) u L x 7is homotopic to f, which is

all that we will need.

The geometric idea of what we will do now is this : For fixed A0,..., AB and s, we

may consider f as a function defined on 8In. For fixed A0,... ,A„, and s, we may

consider f" as function defined on 7™. However £', considered as a function on 8In,

is homotopic to f restricted to 8In, considering $" as a function on 7". Thus we

may define £ on 7", then enclose 7" in a larger copy of In, and pass from f to f ' by

the homotopy.

To be more precise, let/n=[-l, 2]\ Let (zi,..., tn)ejn. If (f1(..., tn)eln, we

say the distance from (ij,..., /„) to 7" is zero. Otherwise consider the straight line

passing through the center of 7", (i,..., £), and through (r1;..., tn). The segment

of this line containing (tu...,tn) between dln and 8Jn meets 8In at a point

(iî,..., r„) and S/n at a point (z2,..., z2). Let m(Zi, ..., f„) be the ratio of the dis-

tance from (tu ..., tn) to (ZÍ,..., tn) to the distance from (íí,..., t'n) to (Z2,..., fn).

Define f: OAx(/x QA)rex7^7i by letting, if to = (A0, Zj,..., tn, Xn)eD.Xx

(jxüxy,

T(to, S) =  f («, 5)     if t = (íi, . . ., tn) e I\

= f'(A««)(Ao), r}, «»(0(AX),..., 4 /zu(()(An), 5)   if r e Jn-1\

where in the above formula, n is the homotopy between if and id. That is, h0 = if

and h1 = id. We note that if tt e 81 for some z, then

a»,s) = î(K"),s) = iv(co),s) = e(i(jn),s)
= i(hutt)(X0), t\,..., t\, nu(f)(An), s)

so that these two functions are patched together correctly.

Now consider the homeomorphism stretching In onto Jn along radial lines,

sending Z = (Zi,..., tn) into v = (vu ..., vn) eJn so that in particular if t e 8In then

v e 8Jn and v1 = (v\,..., vD = t. Using this mapping, we now define $: QXx

(Ix QA)" x 7= K x I -> E by

£(A0, tu..., tn, Xn, s) = i'"(X0, Vu Xu---, K, s).

To see that i is an extension of (', suppose i, e 81 for some i. Then v e 8Jn and

t = v1 and u(v) = 1, and

i(X0, tu ..., tn, Xn, s) = f"(A0, Vu Aj,..., vn, Xn, s)

= £'(hum(X0), v\, hHv)(\^), ...,v\, Hu(1))(Ai))

= Í'(K, Z*i, - - ., tn, A„, í)-

If (to, s) e M, then 5 g 37 and by tracing through the various stages of the con-

struction of £, we see that |(to, s) e F.
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To finish the proof, we need to construct a homotopy Y: (Kxlxl, Mx T) —>■

(X, *) satisfying

Y(co, s, z) = y(co, s,2z)   if 0 ^ z ^ \ if (w, s) e Kx 0 u L x I,

= ?Xa>,s)    if i ¿ S á 1.

This seems reasonable, since />£ is defined in terms of/jft and pi', both of which are

homotopic to rj.

To begin the construction, we write down the formulas for pi. Suppose

w = (A0, ti....» 'n, A„) e A:. Then

/>£(<«, -0 = />r(A0, »i,.. -, P», An, s)   if » = (vi, ...,vn)e /",

= /»ft(Äu(,)(A0), fî, ««(„XA!),..., ÄU<B)(An), s)   if t; £ Jn - In,

= p£(J(K), *W(Ai), • • •, vn,j(Xn), s)   if v e Tn,

= K'(«u(»)(A0), v{,..., rtu(„)(An), s)   if y £ Jn -Tn,

= Ff^Ao), »!,..., P„,XA»), s,0)   ¡fvei;
= y(hu(v)(*o), vi,..., vi, hUWl(Xn), s, 0)   if v è Jn-r.

So we let W1 be a homotopy defined as follows: If o> = (A0, tu ..., /„, An) e A",

s e T, and z e T

W\u>, s, z) = Y(j(X0), vu..., vn,j(Xn), s, z)   if v e I\

= X«u<v)(A0), t>i,. • •, hu(v)(Xn), s, z)   if veJn-In.

To see that If1 is well defined, if v e 8In then v = v1 and m(ü) = 0, so

Y(j(X0), ej,,..., y„,y(An), s, z) = X/(Ao), »i.*W'(A„), s, z)

= Y(ij(X0),Vi,...,vn,s,z)

= X«uu,)(Ao), vi,..., vl, nu(„)(An), s, z).

Thus H71 gives a homotopy between p£ and the function r defined as follows: Let

<" = (Ao, ti,..., tn, An) e K.

t(co, s) = rj(j(X0), Vi,..., vn,j(Xn), s)    if » 6 Tn,

= i?(A«<»)(A0), »Î. • •.. »»> «^(irt(An), s)   ifveJn-T\

Then by the definitions of r) and h we have

t(w, s) = r¡(Íj(Xo), Vi,..., vn, ij(Xn), s)    if y £ T\

= ^(AurtXAo), vi.vi, hu(v)(Xn), s)    if v eJn-In,

= */(y(Ao), vi,..., vi, hu(JXn), s)   if v e In,

= v(hucv)(*o), vi,..., vi, hulJXn), s)   if v £ Jn-In.

Then we define a homotopy H72 between r and r/ as follows: Let

<« = (A0, tx,..., tn, Xn) £ A",

sel, and z e T.

W>, s, z) = tXA0(A0), d,..., P„, hz(Xn), s)   if v e T\

= ^(«fi(,)(Ao), PÏ.hßU)(K), s)   if ve J»-I\
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In the above formula, ß(z) = u(v) + z(\ —u(v)).

Then finally we define the homotopy Y by

T(to, s, z) = W\co, s, 2z)   if 0 <, z ú h

= W2(co,s, 2z-l)   if | ^ z ^ 1.

Then   Y: (Kxlxl, A7x7)c(A, *)  satisfies   Y( ,0)=pC  and   Y(  , l)=i?.   Now

suppose (to, s) e Kx (0) u L x I. Then, if to = (A0, tu ..., tn, Xn),

Y(co, s, z) = Wx(w, s, 2z) = j(A0, v\, Aj,..., v\, Xn, s, 2z)

= yiw, s, 2z)   if 0 ^ z ^ \,

y(to, s, z) = W\co, s, 2z-1) = r,(hm2z_X)(Xü), v\, ...,v\, hB,2g_1)iXn), s)

= vixo, v\, --■,»„, An, s)

= r,(Xû,t1,...,tn,Xn,s)     if \ <, Z ^   1.

Thus

y(to, s, z) = y(co, s, 2z)   if 0 ^ z ^ \,

= r,(co,s)     if i S Z £¡ 1.
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